We have recently introduced a new model for the distribution of dark matter (DM) in galaxies, the Ruffini-Argüelles-Rueda (RAR) model, based on a self-gravitating system of massive fermions at finite temperatures. The RAR model, for fermion masses above keV, successfully describes the DM halos in galaxies, and predicts the existence of a denser quantum core towards the centre of each configuration. We demonstrate here, for the first time, that the introduction of a cutoff in the fermion phase-space distribution, necessary to account for the finite Galaxy size, defines a new solution with a compact quantum core which represents an alternative to the central black hole (BH) scenario for SgrA*. For a fermion mass in the range 48 keV mc 2 345 keV, the DM halo distribution fulfills the most recent data of the Milky Way rotation curves, while harbors a dense quantum core of 4 × 10 6 M within the S2 star pericentre. In particular, for a fermion mass of mc 2 ∼ 50 keV the model is able to explain the DM halos from typical dwarf spheroidal to normal elliptical galaxies, while harboring dark and massive compact objects from ∼ 10 3 M up to ∼ 10 8 M at their respective centres. The model is shown to be in good agreement with different observationally inferred universal relations, such as the ones connecting DM halos with supermassive dark central objects, while it provides a natural mechanism for the formation of supermassive BHs as heavy as M BH ∼ few 10 8 M .
Introduction
The problem of the distribution of stars in globular clusters, and more general in galactic systems, has implied one of the results of most profound interest in classical astronomy. In particular, in the pioneering works of Michie (1963) and King (1966) , they considered the effects of collisional relaxation and tidal cutoff by studying solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation. There, it was shown that stationary solutions of this kind can be well described by lowered isothermal spheres models, based on simple Maxwellian energy distributions with a constant subtracting term interpreted as an energy cutoff. An extension of this statistical analysis with thermodynamic considerations, which includes the effects of violent (collisionless) relaxation, has been studied in Lynden-Bell (1967) , with important implications to the problem of virialization in galaxies which are still of actual interest. In a series of works, Ruffini and Stella (1983) ; Gao et al. (1990) ; Ingrosso et al. (1992) changed the emphasis from self-gravitating systems of classic stars (which verify Maxwellian distributions) to systems of fermionic particles, with the aim Email addresses: carlos.arguelles@icranet.org (C. R. Argüelles), andreas.krut@icranet.org (A. Krut), jorge.rueda@icra.it (J. A. Rueda), ruffini@icra.it (R. Ruffini) of describing galactic DM halos. It was there considered a quantum fermionic distribution taking into account the possible presence of a cutoff in the energy as well as in the angular momentum. A remarkable contribution in the understanding of these issues was given in Chavanis (2004) , based on the study of generalized kinetic theories accounting for collisionless relaxation processes, and leading to a class of generalized Fokker-Planck equation for fermions. It was there explicitly shown the possibility to obtain, out of general thermodynamic principles, a generalized Fermi-Dirac distribution function including an energy cutoff, extending the former results by Michie (1963) and King (1966) to quantum particles. More recently, it was shown that quantum particles fulfilling fermionic quantum statistics and gravitational interactions are able to successfully describe the distribution of galactic DM halos when contrasted with observations (Argüelles et al., 2013; de Vega et al., 2014; Argüelles et al., 2014a; Siutsou et al., 2015; Ruffini et al., 2015) . In particular, Ruffini et al. (2015) proposed a new model (hereafter RAR model), based on such fundamental physical pillars to attack this problem, presenting a novel and more general dense quantum coreclassical halo distribution. Thus, given the apparent ubiquity of massive black holes at the centre of galaxies, in Ruffini et al. (2015) the RAR model was proposed as a vi-able possibility to establish a link between the dark central cores to DM halos within a unified approach.
In this paper we extend the RAR model by introducing a cutoff in the momentum distribution to account for (1) finite galaxy sizes (analogously as previously done in Ingrosso et al., 1992) , and (2) to account for more realistic galaxy relaxation mechanisms as indicated above and in Chavanis (2004) ; providing a new family of solutions with an overall re-distribution of the bounded fermions.
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Consequently, the more stringent outer halo constraints of these novel configurations, allow a higher compactness of the central cores. Thus, the key questions to be answered here are the following: can the gravitational potential of the new quantum core sited at the centre of the DM halo be responsible for the observed dynamics of the surrounding gas and stars, without the necessity of introducing a central BH?, if so, which is the allowed DM fermion mass range to account for such observational constraints?. We answer here these questions by making a detailed analysis of our theoretical DM profiles, using a recent and extensive observational study of the Milky Way rotation curves (Sofue, 2013) , and including the central S-star cluster data (Gillessen et al., 2009 ). We thus show for the first time:
1. That a regular and continuous distribution of keV fermions can be an alternative to the black hole scenario in SgrA*, being at the same time in agreement with the Milky Way DM halo, and without spoiling the known baryonic (bulge and disk) components which dominate at intermediate scales (section 2). 2. By constraining the DM quantum core to have the minimum compactness required by the S2 star dynamics and by requesting the gravitational stability of the entire DM configuration, the fermion mass can be constrained to the range 48 keV mc 2 345 keV (section 2). 3. By extending this novel approach to different galaxy types, and for fermion masses in the above range, we show in section 3 that the model is consistent with (a) the observationally inferred correlations between the mass of the dark central object and total DM halo mass (Ferrarese, 2002; Kormendy and Bender, 2011; Bogdán and Goulding, 2015) , and with (b) the observationally inferred (universal) value of the inner surface density of DM halos (Donato et al., 2009) , from dwarf to elliptical galaxies.
Finally in section 5 we provide a discussion of the main results of our work, and further comment on where it stands with respect to the current affairs of cosmological DM and structure formation, indicating its potentiality to solve some of the actual discrepancies within the standard ΛCDM and ΛWDM cosmologies.
1 A similar approach to galactic halos has been recently developed in Chavanis et al. (2015) within the so-called Fermionic King model, but lacking information on the fermion mass and of general relativistic effects which become important for the quantum cores approaching the critical mass for gravitational collapse.
Novel DM mass constraints from Milky Way observables
Following Ingrosso et al. (1992) ; Ruffini et al. (2013) , we consider a system of self-gravitating massive fermions with a cutoff in the phase-space distribution under the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium in general relativity.
2 The (parametric) fermionic equation of state is given by
where the integration is carried out over the momentum space bounded from above by ≤ c , with c the cutoff energy (see below); f c (p) is the phase-space distribution function differing from the standard Fermi-Dirac in the energy cutoff as
where = c 2 p 2 + m 2 c 4 −mc 2 is the particle kinetic energy, µ is the chemical potential with the particle rest-energy subtracted off, T is the temperature, k is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light, and m is the fermion mass. We do not include the presence of anti-fermions, i.e. we consider temperatures T mc 2 /k. The full set of (functional) parameters of the model are defined by the temperature, degeneracy and cutoff parameters, β = kT/(mc 2 ), θ = µ/(kT ) and W = c /(kT ), respectively.
We consider the system as spherically symmetric so we adopt the metric g µν = diag(e ν , −e λ , −r 2 , −r 2 sin 2 Θ), where Θ is the polar angle, and ν and λ depend only on the radial coordinate r. The thermodynamic equilibrium conditions are: e ν/2 T = constant (Tolman, 1930) ; e ν/2 (µ + mc 2 ) = constant (Klein, 1949) . The cutoff condition comes from the energy conservation along a geodesic, e ν/2 ( + mc 2 ) = constant, that leads directly to the cutoff (or escape energy) condition (1 + Wβ) = e (ν b −ν)/2 , with ν b ≡ ν(r b ) the metric function at the boundary of the configuration (i.e. W(r b ) = c (r b ) = 0, Merafina and Ruffini, 1989) , where r b is the boundary radius often called tidal radius. The above cutoff formula reduces to the known escape velocity condition v 2 e = −2φ in the classical limit c → ∞ (e ν/2 ≈ 1 + φ/c 2 )
considered by King (1966) , where V = mφ with φ the Newtonian gravitational potential, adopting the choice V(r b ) = 0. The above conditions together with the Einstein equations lead to the system of equilibrium equations
which in the limit W → ∞ (i.e. c → ∞), reduce to the equations considered in the original RAR model . We have introduced the same dimensionless quantities as in the original RAR model formulation:
3/2 ( /mc)(m p /m) and m p = √ c/G the Planck mass. We note that the constants of the Tolman and Klein conditions are evaluated at the centre r = 0, indicated with a subscript '0'.
We proceed now to discuss the boundary conditions for the solution of the above system of equations. We consider here the extended high resolution rotation curve data of the Galaxy in Sofue (2013) , ranging from pc scales up to ∼ 10 2 kpc, together with the orbital data of the eight best resolved S-cluster stars taken from Gillessen et al. (2009) . Our analysis will thus cover in total more than nine orders of magnitude of radial extent. According to Sofue (2013) , the matter components of the Galaxy can be thus divided in 4 independent mass distributions laws, governed by different kinematics and dynamics: i) the central (10 −3 r 2) pc consisting in young S-stars and molecular gas, following a Keplerian law v ∝ r −1/2 , and whose dynamics is dictated by a dark and compact object of mass M c ≈ 4 × 10 6 M centred in SgrA*; ii) an intermediate spheroidal Bulge structure (3 r 10 3 ) pc composed mostly of older stars, and presenting a maximum bump in the velocity curve of v ≈ 250 km/s at r ∼ 0.4 kpc, with inner and main mass distributions explained by the exponential spheroid model ρ(r) = ρ c e −r/a b ; iii) an extended flat disk (10 3 r 10 4 ) pc including star forming regions, dust and gas, whose surface mass density is described by an exponential law Sofue, 2013 for the values of the central densities (ρ c ,Σ 0 ) and corresponding scalelengths (a b , a d ) of each baryonic (bulge+disk) model); and iv) a spherical halo (10 4 r 10 5 ) pc dominated by DM and presenting a velocity peak of v ≈ 160 km s −1 at about r ∼ 30 kpc, followed by a decreasing density tail steeper than r −2 . As we will show below, the key result of our work is that there is a continuous underlying DM distribution covering the whole observed Galactic extent, which not only governs the dynamics of the outer halo above r 10 kpc, but also the central pc, being the intermediate region dominated by the baryonic components (bulge+disk).
The objective now is to integrate the system (3-7), for given regular initial conditions at the centre, [M DM (0) = 0, θ(0) = θ 0 , β(0) = β 0 , ν(0) = 0, W(0) = W 0 ] for different DM particle mass m, in order to find an M DM (r) solution consistent with the observationally constrained DM halo of the Galaxy; i.e a DM halo mass M DM (r = 40 kpc) = 2 × 10 11 M consistent with the dynamics of the outer DM halo as shown recently in Gibbons et al. (2014) (see also (i) below). This is equivalently consistent with M DM (r = 12 kpc)= 5 × 10 10 M as constrained in Sofue (2013) . Simultaneously, we require a quantum core of mass M DM (r = r c ) ≡ M c = 4.2×10 6 M enclosed within a radius r c = r p(S 2) = 6×10 −4 pc, the S2 star pericentre (Gillessen et al., 2009) .
The results of this full boundary condition problem for the Milky Way observables are summarized in fig. 1 and as follows:
1. The DM density solution shows a division of three physical regimes: 1) an inner core of almost constant density governed by quantum degeneracy; 2) an intermediate region with a sharply decreasing density distribution followed by an extended plateau where quantum corrections are still important; and 3) a Boltzmannian density tail showing a behavior ρ ∝ r −n with n > 2 due to the cutoff constraint. Indeed, the use of the quantum (fermionic) statistical treatment is justified in all the family of inner cores analyzed here for the Galaxy since they fulfill the condition λ B 3l c , where l c ∼ n
is the interparticle mean distance within the core (with n c the core particle density) and λ B = h/(2πmkT c ) 1/2 the thermal de-Broglie wavelength at the core (see also Ruffini et al., 2015) . For a low compact core as the one shown in fig. 1 for mc 2 = 10.4 keV (purple dashed curve), we have λ B = 3.1 l c ; while in the most compact one (black solid curve for mc 2 = 345 keV) we have λ B = 4.0 l c . The Milky Way outermost DM halo behavior is subjected to the cutoff conditions:
−5 M /pc 3 , at the boundary radius r b = 50 kpc (see fig. 1 ); with ρ(r b ) the Local Group density as constrained in Sofue (2012) .
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The limiting behavior of such a DM density profile is also consistent with a DM halo mass of M DM (r = 40 kpc)= 2 × 10 11 M as required above, further implying a total Galactic mass (dark + baryonic) at r b of M T (r b ) ≈ 3 × 10 11 M , of which 80% is dark according to our model (i.e. M DM (r b ) = 2.4 × 10 11 M ). It is clear that such a DM mass distribution must be also in agreement with the dynamical constraints set by the Galactic satellite dwarf observations, e.g. the Sagittarius (Sgr) dwarf satellite. Indeed, such observational constraints have been recently considered in Figure 1 : (Colour online) Theoretical rotation curves (upper panel) and density profiles (lower panel) for different DM fermion masses in the keV region, in agreement with all the Milky Way observables from ∼ 10 −3 pc to ∼ 10 5 pc. The continuous thick-red curve that fit the observed data (blue points) is the total rotation curve given by the RAR model plus the baryonic (bulge + disk) component without the need for a central BH, i.e. using any RAR profile for mc 2 = 48-345 keV. We also show, for the sake of comparison, the contribution of the NFW DM profile to the total rotation curve (not shown here) which produces an equally good fit to the data in the halo region (see, Sofue, 2013, for details) . The lower bound of the ino mass, mc 2 = 48 keV, comes from the minimum compactness required by the S2 star dynamics, while the upper bound mc 2 = 345 keV, is set by the gravitational stability of the entire DM configuration. The starssymbols represent the eight best resolved S-cluster stars (Gillessen et al., 2009) , whose positions in the plot indicates the effective circular velocity at pericentre (i.e. without considering the ellipticity of the orbits). In the inner bulge region (3 r 10 2 ) pc, the large velocity error bars of about ±20-30% are mainly due to non-circular motions, while in the halo region there are larger observational errors bars of up to ∼ 50% due to systematics (Sofue, 2013) . The DM contribution to the Galactic halo becomes necessary above ∼ 7 kpc, in agreement with Iocco et al. (2015) . Gibbons et al. (2014) , who showed that their fulfillment requires a total mass of the Galaxy (at ∼ 80% confidence level) M T (r 50 kpc)≈ 3 × 10 11 M , in agreement with our results here.
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The different regimes in the ρ(r) profiles are also manifest in the DM rotation curve showing respectively: 1) a linearly increasing circular velocity v DM ∝ r reaching a maximum at the quantum core radius r c ; 2) a Keplerian v DM ∝ r −1/2 decreasing behavior representing the transition from quantum degeneracy to the dilute regime, continued again by a v DM ∝ r trend until reaching the second maximum at r h , which we adopt as the one-halo scale length in our model; 3) a decreasing behavior consistent with the power law density tail ρ ∝ r −n (with n > 2) due to the cutoff constraint. Following the standard assumption in the literature that baryonic and dark matter do not interact each other, we have theoretically calculated the total rotation curve as We calculated the total (inner + main) bulge circular velocity using the same mass model parameters as in Sofue (2013) . For the disk, we have performed the calculations with mass models parameters (M d , r d ) slightly changed (within 12%) with respect to those given in Sofue (2013) , where the NFW DM profile was assumed. We do this change to improve the fit of the observational data when adopting our DM profile. Finally, v 2 DM (r) is the DM contribution computed numerically from the M DM (r) solution of (3-7), through the general relativistic formula for the velocity v
. 2. The fermion mass range mc 2 ≤ 10.4 keV is firmly ruled out by the present analysis because the corresponding rotation curve exceeds the total velocity observed in the baryonic (bulge+disk) dominated region, between ∼ 1 pc and 10 2 pc (including upper bound in error bars; see fig. 1 ). 3. In the intermediate range 10.4 keV mc 2 48 keV, the theoretical rotation curve is not in conflict with any of the observed data and DM inferences in Sofue (2013) , but the compactness of the quantum core is not enough to be an alternative to the central BH scenario.
4. There is a fermion mass range 48 keV mc 2 345 keV with corresponding accompanying parameters (θ 0 , β 0 , W 0 ), whose associated solutions explain the Galactic DM halo while providing at the same time an alternative for the central BH. The lower bound in m is imposed by the dynamics of the stellar S-cluster, while the upper bound corresponds to the last stable configuration before reaching the critical mass for gravita-
2 , see also Argüelles and Ruffini, 2014) . The critical configuration has a core radius r c ≈ 4.75r Sch with r Sch the Schwarzschild radius associated to a BH of 4.2 × 10 6 M (see also Argüelles et al., 2014b) . In particular the following set of initial conditions
.049], were obtained for the lower and upper DM particle mass bounds respectively (the upper index 'cr' stands for the critical configuration). Interestingly, in the mass range 10.4 keV mc 2 345 keV all our theoretical DM distributions produce Keplerian rotation curves at r 2 pc (see fig. 1 ), in agreement with the innermost gas data points obtained in Sofue (2013) , who had indeed pointed out that this Keplerian trend can be only dominated by the dark central object, with a negligible baryonic contribution. 5. In the above mass range the full rotation curve v rot = √ r(dΦ T /dr) (solid red line in fig. 1 ) is in good agreement with observations within the observational errors. In addition, the minimum in the DM rotation curve coincides with the absolute maximum of v rot (i.e. the bulge peak) attained at r ≈ 0.4 kpc. This peculiar fact should provide more enlightening clues for a deeper understanding of the complex ensemble history of the baryonic stellar bulge on top of the previously formed DM structure.
Application to other galaxy types
It is now natural to ask whether or not the RAR model can explain the observational properties of other types of galaxies, in the same range of DM particle mass obtained above. We therefore proceed to show how, for a fixed particle mass m, our model leads to an extensive threeparametric (θ 0 , β 0 , W 0 ) family of dark halos with parameters ranging from the ones of dwarf to the ones of elliptical galaxies, harboring at the same time a semi-degenerate core at each center.
It is important to stress that in the case of our Galaxy analyzed in section 2, thanks to the vast amount of rotation curve data from the center (Gillessen et al., 2009; Sofue, 2013) , to the halo (Sofue, 2013) , to the periphery Gibbons et al., 2014) , we identified three relevant observable conditions: dark central compact mass (M c = 4.2 × 10 6 M ), intermediate dark halo mass (M DM (r = 12 kpc) = 5 × 10 10 M ), and total dark matter halo mass (M DM (r b ) ≡ M tot = 2.4×10 11 M ), out of which the three (free) model parameters (β 0 ,θ 0 ,W 0 ) were obtained for different particle masses m in the keV range. On the contrary, when dealing with different galaxy types located far away from us, the observational inferences of the DM content are limited to a narrow window of galaxy radii, usually lying just above the baryonic dominance region (i.e. typically up to several half-light radii). Generally, there is no observational access neither for the possible detection of a dark compact object at the centre nor for constraining the boundary of the DM halo at the virial radius scale.
Observational constraints
In this section we adopt a similar methodology than for the Milky Way, but limited to radial halo extents where observational data is available allowing to constraint the DM halo mass in a model independent/dependent manner. In particular we will select as the only boundary conditions taken from observables, a characteristic halo mass M DM (r = r h ) ≡ M h , and a radius r h , the later defined as the location of the maximum of the halo rotation curve which we adopt as the one-halo scale length of our model. Thus, we define now the parameters adopted for the different DM halos as constrained from observations in typical dwarf spheroidal (dSph), spiral and elliptical galaxies.
Typical dSph galaxies
We consider the 8 best resolved dwarf satellites of the Milky Way as analyzed in Walker et al. (2009) by solving the Jeans equations, using large (stellar) kinematic data sets and including for orbital anisotropy. There, it was reported (i) a DM model-independent evidence of a maximum-circular velocity (v max ) in the DM halo of the Fornax dwarf 5 (see Fig. 2 in Walker et al., 2009 ) and, (ii) in the other 7 cases, DM model-dependent evidence for a circular velocity peak was found assuming either cuspy (e.g. NFW) or cored (e.g. cored-Hernquist) DM halos density profiles. In both cases (i) and (ii), the inferred radii and masses at the maximum circular halo velocity (supported by data), are
7 M , valid for a cored-Hernquist DM profile assumption 6 similar to the RAR profiles here presented (see e.g. Ruffini et al., 2015; Argüelles et al., 2016 for the RAR halo fits to isothermal and Burkert profiles respectively). Thus, as allowed by data, we adopt throughout this work the following fiducial values for the characteristic DM halo properties for typical dSphs:
Typical spiral galaxies Besides the Milky Way analyzed in section 2, we consider some nearby disk galaxies observed in high resolution from the THINGS data sample (de Blok et al., 2008) , where DM model-independent evidence for a maximum in the halo rotation curves is provided. Such an evidence is obtained by accounting for stellar and gas baryonic components (thanks to the inclusion of infrared data from the Spitzer telescope) in addition to the (total) observed rotation curve from the HI tracers. They calculate along the full observed data coverage, the DM contribution v halo to the observed rotation curve v obs , by means of v 7 with data supporting up to ≈ 50 kpc. Thus, as allowed by data, we adopt throughout this work the following fiducial values for the characteristic DM halo properties for typical spirals:
Typical elliptical galaxies We consider a small sample of elliptical galaxies from (Hoekstra et al., 2005) , studied via weak lensing signals, and further analyzed in (Donato et al., 2009 ) by providing halo mass models for the tangential shear of the distorted images (i.e. galaxies taken from Appendix A in Donato et al. (2009) ). We also consider the iconic case of the largest and closest elliptical M87 as studied in (Romanowsky and Kochanek, 2001) , accounting for combined halo mass tracers such as stars, globular clusters (GCs) and X-ray data, the later taken there from (Nulsen and Bohringer, 1995) . Notice that kinematical measurements (e.g. GCs) can probe distances up to several 10 1 kpc, while X-ray and weak lensing data can reach much further distances up to several 10 2 kpc, allowing for DM modeldependent evidence of maximum circular velocities on halo scales where data supports, as it is the case of the galaxies here adopted. The DM profiles (i.e. Burkert for the more luminous ellipticals with M B < −20 from (Donato et al., 2009) , and NFW in the case of M87 from (Romanowsky and Kochanek, 2001 )) used to provide the best fits the full data coverage in the galaxies here considered, provide the following maxima values: 50 kpc r max(e) 190 kpc, and 1 × 10 12 M M(r max(e) ) 1 × 10 13 M . Thus, as allowed by data, we adopt throughout this work the following fiducial values for the characteristic DM halo properties for typical ellipticals:
The allowed choice for observational constraints at the rotation curves maxima (r h , M h ), are here selected in order to have a convenient and unique prior to be used across the entire galaxy zoo. Nevertheless, more precise observational halo mass constraints can be obtained at other typical radial halo scales (though somewhat close to r h ), depending on the galaxy type. For example, in the case of dSphs, the halo mass is observationally better constrained at r 300 (i.e at 300 pc, very close to r hal f for Milky Way satellites) as shown in (Strigari et al., 2008) ; or at other typical one-halo scale lengths (such as the Burkert halo scale-length) as reported in (Donato et al., 2009 ) including for spiral and elliptical galaxies. We show in Appendix (see fig. A .7 and table A.2) that changing the observational halo constraints to different values such as M(r 1 ) and M(r 2 ) (with r 1 and r 2 two different halo scales better constrained by data) instead of the ones here applied (r h , M h ), produce very similar families of astrophysical RAR profiles, thus maintaining intact the main predictions provided in this paper.
Finally, it is important to stress that the galactic halo values here adopted for each type of (representative) galaxy are such that, (a) they correspond to DM dominated halos as carefully checked in each observational work cited above; and (b) they do not account for the (total) virial DM mass due to natural observational limitations, but they rather represent the DM halo characteristics somewhat outside the region of baryon dominance. The outermost DM halo masses, M tot , (obtained at the border r b ) are an outcome of the RAR family of astrophysical solutions, and can be considered as a prediction of our theory (see below and in table A.1).
Methodology
Once the observables (r h , M h ) are chosen for each galaxy type, we solve systematically the system (3)- (7) for a 3-dimensional grid of initial conditions in (β 0 , θ 0 , W 0 )-space (for given m), to finally retain only the solutions to match those halo constraints r h and M h .
8 Notice that this condition necessarily implies astrophysical solutions, the ones which develop a maximum in the halo rotation curve. Importantly, it can be shown (see Appendix for further details) that the full ranges of β 0 , θ 0 , and W 0 lay along a 1-dimensional curve, and are limited (from below and above) by requesting to the solutions, one extra (underlying) physical condition: (I) the compact-core is stable or non-critical (i.e. it does not collapse to a BH). These conditions define the full window of astrophysically allowed RAR-family solutions, as shown in the (blue) shaded regions in fig. 2 for each galaxy type (see subsections below and Appendix for further details). In particular we show in fig. 2 five benchmark sets of solutions labeled with their central densities (from black to magenta, roughly enveloping the blue shaded regions), for DM mass distributions M DM (r), rotation curves v DM (r), and density profiles ρ(r). This is done for the relevant example of mc 2 = 48 keV, with corresponding RAR free parameters along the β 0 , θ 0 , and W 0 ranges and given in table A.1. At the same time, these solutions encompass the window of possible M c and M tot values for each galaxy type (see table A.1 for numerical values), bounded from above and below as dictated by the physical and astrophysical conditions (I) and (r h , M h ) defined above (see subsections below for details). The continuous magenta curves represent the critical solutions reaching the limiting (limited by condition (I)) core masses M cr c = 2.2 × 10 8 M which is achieved only for typical spiral and elliptical galaxies. The dashed magenta curves indicate the limiting (non-critical) solutions for typical dwarfs, where no maximum halo rotation curve is present. The black curves correspond to the solutions acquiring the lowest possible ρ 0 , resembling the configurations obtained in the original version of the model , but with a cut-off affecting the outer halo tails. These solutions develop more and more extended density tails resembling isothermal solutions, out of which the one corresponding to ρ ∝ r −2 at large radii, is achieved when W 0 → ∞.
The quantum core masses M c , and total halo masses M tot , as well as the (consequent) associated window for the plateau densities, ρ pl (defined at the minimum of the RAR rotation curve and inherent to each of the RAR solutions), have to be considered as explicit predictions of the RAR model. These predicted values will be then contrasted within the context of the M BH -M tot and Σ 0D =constant correlations in section 4, as a consistency check of the model. We describe in next the predicted morphological trends of the DM RAR profiles and main characteristics of each galaxy type. We refer the reader to the Appendix for a full description of the limiting predicted properties in terms of the free model parameters.
Results Typical dSph galaxies
The predicted M DM (r), v DM (r), and ρ(r) family of dwarf solutions together with the given observable halo restrictions M h(d) = 3 × 10 7 M and r h(d) = 400 pc, are explicitly shown in fig. 2 (left column) , for the relevant case of mc 2 = 48 keV. The difference in morphology among the dwarfs family solutions can be explained according to the behavior of the RAR model free parameters (β 0 ,θ 0 ,W 0 ). It turns out that, while the temperature parameter β 0 is the main responsible for changes in the central core, the couple (θ 0 , W 0 ) is the main responsible to variations in the halo region (see Appendix). From lower to larger central temperatures β 0 , the solutions develop central cores which are more massive, have larger central velocity peaks, and become more compact and denser. Moving forward in radius, this trend translates into more massive innerhalos, with more extended decreasing Keplerian velocities before reaching the standard rising halo behavior until r h . At the same time they acquire less sharp density transitions from compact-core to dilute-halo, with less pronounced plateaus (see blue-shaded regions in left column of fig. 2 ). This softer core-halo transitions for ρ(r) as β 0 rises, imply "cuspier" behaviors for the inner-halo densities, while the difference between minimum and maximum halo rotation velocities reduces. This continuous trend in morphology, ends in a maximum (non-critical) core mass M max c = 7.0×10 6 M , followed by an overall cuspy inner halo with absence of plateau before reaching the outer halo tail. Correspondingly, the inner-halo rotation curve is governed by a very extended Keplerian core-ending, finishing in a small halo decreasing part without developing any maximum. This corresponds with the limiting behavior in the RAR solutions for dwarfs (indicated in dashed-magenta in fig. 2 ). Interestingly, at such limiting solutions, the density and velocity curves acquire a peculiar saddle point transition from inner-halo to diluted-tail, which is a distinct feature of the smallest galaxies here studied, not present in larger spiral or elliptical galaxies. Finally, the total halo (extension and mass) are mainly governed by the cutoff parameter W 0 as already explained in section 2. In general, the larger the W 0 the more massive and more extended the dark halo, and viceversa. The astrophysical conditions (r h(d) , M h(d) ) imposed to the solutions put no limit on the maximum value of W 0 (see Appendix). Unless no other observational constraint is available (for a given galaxy) regarding the ending trend in the shape of the density tail, W 0 can increase indefinitely. Indeed, the larger W 0 , the lesser the hardness in , including density profiles (bottom), rotation curves (middle) and DM mass distributions (top); and fulfilling with the observationally given DM halo restriction (r h , M h ) for typical dwarf (left), spiral (middle) and elliptical galaxies (right), for the relevant case of mc 2 = 48 keV. The continuous-magenta curves occurring only for spiral and elliptical galaxies, indicates the critical solutions harboring compact critical cores (before collapsing to a BH) of M cr c = 2.2 × 10 8 M , while the dashed-magenta curves for dwarfs are limited (instead) by the astrophysical necessity of a maximum in the halo rotation curve. The bounding black solutions correspond to the ones having the minimum core mass (or minimum ρ 0 ) which in turn implies the larger cutoff parameters (see fig. A.6, fig. A.9 , and table A.1 for parameter details), thus developing the more extended density tails allowed by the RAR theory, being ρ ∝ r −2 the limiting isothermal density tail (achieved when W 0 → ∞). the falling-down shape of density profiles beyond r h , and the larger the boundary halo radius r b ; until the (infinitely extended) ρ ∝ r −2 isothermal tail is reached. Of course, at some point r b (and consequently M tot ) will be excessively large to represent any reliable dSph halo, and so those RAR solutions must be discarded as astrophysical ones unless some extra virial (boundary) condition is imposed (e.g. excluding density tail values below some treshold density somewhat close to the critical density of the Universe, see caption in fig. 4 ). We show, for completeness, at bottom left of fig. 2 (black lines) the full plethora of density tails, corresponding with the minimum core mass solutions as explained in next. The monotonic relation between W 0 and β 0 (for β 0 not close to maximum) obtained in this observationally constrained family of solutions (see the β 0 -W 0 projection plane in fig. A.6 ), directly implies that: for W 0 50 we have β min 0 , defining a minimum core mass of M min c ≈ 3.9 × 10 3 M (which can be also checked in top-right panel of fig. A.9) . Conversely, the existence of a β max 0 set by the (threshold) solution without a maximum in the halo rotation curve (see dashed-magenta curves in fig. 2 corresponding with the empty-magenta dot of fig. A.6 ), will necessarily define through the above monotonic relation, a W 0 value low enough to set the minimum total halo mass as M min tot ≈ 3.9 × 10 7 M (also shown in fig. A.9 ). Before closing this section, we proceed to further analyze the meaning of the astrophysical condition of requesting the presence of a maximum in the halo rotation curve (i.e. the dashed-magenta curves in fig. 2 ). Eventhough there is no phenomenological DM profile in the literature which can lead to a halo rotation curve without a maximum, it is worthy to see in a more explicit way to which unphysical results it may lead. The aim is thus to link our typical Sculptor-like solutions with a proper observable such as the (projected) dispersion velocity (σ) arising from Jeans analysis (as the one applied for dwarfs in Walker et al. (2009)) , to be then compared with the corresponding data. For this we assume our RAR DM mass profile M DM (r), and a Plummer profile for the stellar (surface) density (with the corresponding r hal f and orbital anisotropy for stellar components adopted in Walker et al. (2009) for Sculptor). This is done for the 5 different benchmark solutions used in fig. 2 . From this (back-of-theenvelope) comparison which is shown in fig. 3 , it turns out that while all of our solutions provide reasonable fits on halo scales (somewhat similar to the cored-halo profile assumed in Walker et al. (2009)), 10 there is a clear mismatch (of nearly a factor 2) through the more central inner-halo scales (see dashed-magenta curve in fig. 3 ). This clear difference occurs for the solutions with central temperatures close to β max 0 , i.e., the ones having exceedingly large Keplerian velocity cores reaching inner halo scales of few ∼ 10 pc.
Summarizing, astrophysical solutions for dwarf galaxies may reach large DM core masses near M max c , and the ones with the minimum core mass M min c correspond to solutions with larger and larger total halo masses, until the infinite-mass isothermal density tail is achieved.
Typical spiral and elliptical galaxies
The predicted M DM (r), v DM (r), and ρ(r) family of spiral and elliptical solutions together with the given observable halo restrictions of M h(s) = 1 × 10 12 M and r h(s) = 50 kpc; M h(e) = 5 × 10 12 M and r h(e) = 50 kpc, are explicitly shown in fig. 2 , (center and right column respectively), for the relevant case of mc 2 = 48 keV. In complete analogy to the dwarf galaxies, the free model parameters (β 0 ,θ 0 ,W 0 ) of these larger galaxies follow similar relations among them (see fig. A .6 in Appendix), and have the same effects in the morphology behavior of the profiles, but with one important difference. These typical galaxies always reach the critical core mass M cr c = 2.2 × 10 8 M (with corresponding critical central temperature β cr 0 ; see Appendix), with a minimum total halo mass M min tot ∼ 10 12 which is now well above M c for all the solutions. Therefore, the density profiles always develop extended (inner-halo) plateaus with a clear maximum in the halo rotation curves (see benchmark curves at bottom-right of fig. 2 ). That is, differently to what may occur for dwarf galaxies as analyzed in the sub-section above. The minimum core mass solutions for both kind of galaxies are again set, analogously to the case of dwarf galaxies, by the existence of a minimum β 0 , as 
Astrophysical implications
As an interesting example, we have discussed in this section the solutions for mc 2 = 48 keV, where the model is able to explain the DM halos from typical dSph to normal elliptical galaxies, and predict the presence of massive compact dark objects from ∼ 10 3 M up to ∼ 10 8 M at their respective centers. In the case of typical dark halos in normal spiral and elliptical galaxies, it provides the maximum (critical) core mass of M cr c = 2.2 × 10 8 M . It is important to explicit that in all the cases analyzed in this section, the quantum core condition λ B 3l c is fulfilled, being λ B 2.7 l c in the case of dSphs; λ B 3.6 l c for typical spirals; and λ B 3.8 l c for elliptical galaxies.
If the particle mass is shifted instead to larger values, say mc 2 ∼ 100 keV, a different three-parametric (θ 0 , β 0 , W 0 ) family of solutions able to reproduce DM halo observables from dwarf to spiral/elliptical galaxies arises, but now the maximum (critical) core mass being M cr c ∼ 10 7 M . These new solutions have exactly the same core-halo behavior as those in fig. 2 , with similar windows of predicted M c and M tot , but ending at the lower critical core mass indicated above. More generally, the fermion mass range 48 keV mc Planck /m 2 , see Argüelles and Ruffini, 2014) .
With the knowledge of all the relevant theoretical solutions of our model, see fig. 2 , as well as their morphology trend according to the free parameters (θ 0 , β 0 , W 0 ) as explained above, we can summarize the predicted astrophysical consequences. This analysis should cover all observed plethora of galactic dark halos with corresponding dark compact central objects. We summarize as follows:
1. Dark halos from dSph till normal elliptical galaxies can be explained with regular and continuous distributions of mc 2 ∼ 50 keV fermions without massive BHs at their centres, alternatively harboring compact quantum cores with masses in the range: (i) M c ∈ (3.9 × 10 3 M , 7.0 × 10 6 M ) for typical dSphs; (ii) M c ∈ (4.5×10 5 M , 2.2×10 8 M ) for typical spirals; and (iii) M c ∈ (9.8 × 10 5 M , 2.2 × 10 8 M ) for typical ellipticals. Whether or not such full window of compact dark-object masses at the centres of galaxies occur in Nature is a theme of future observational works, particularly interesting in the case of the smallest (i.e. faintest) dwarf galaxies. 2. The smaller the dark halos (from dSphs to typical ellipticals), the lesser their masses, and the lesser their core compactness (this trend can be checked by comparing the group of values in columns 8 with 5 and 6 among the different galaxy types in table A.1), and viceversa. This tendency ends at the larger (i.e. more extended) DM halos having a core of critical mass, which is described by the continuous-magenta solutions for typical spiral and elliptical galaxies in fig. 2 . 3. Galaxies having similar halo properties (i.e. total halo mass and radius) can harbor different dark quantum core masses, spanning up to about 3 orders of magnitude. We show this peculiar feature of the RAR model in table A.1, upper raw of fig. 2 , and also in fig. 4 of the next section. This is an important result considering that very similar Seyfertlike galaxies have been observed to shown values of M c that can differ in nearly one order in magnitude (M c ∼ 10 7 M to M c ∼ 8 × 10 7 M ; see Greene et al., 2010) . 4. The above parameter window might explain why there are low mass active galaxies containing less massive central objects (i.e with M c ∼ 10 8 M as the continuous-magenta curves in fig. 2 with respect to the more massive active galactic nuclei of M BH ∼ 10 9−10 M as in the largest elliptical galaxies observed. We note that in order to achieve such larger SMBH masses, we have to further assume that, once the critical core becomes a BH, it starts a subsequent accretion process [see below in point (vi) 
The RAR model and the observed galaxy correlations
In the above two sections we have successfully compared and contrasted the solutions of the RAR model with a wide range of galactic observables. We turn now to analyze if the RAR model agrees with the following observational correlations:
1. The M BH − M tot relations (Ferrarese, 2002; Kormendy and Bender, 2011; Bogdán and Goulding, 2015) , with M BH the mass of the compact dark object at the centre of galaxies (traditionally assumed as SMBHs, but here interpreted as DM quantum cores with the exception of the supermassive dark objects of active galaxies; see conclusion (vi) of section 3), and M tot the total DM halo mass. 2. The constancy of the 'central' surface DM density in galaxies: (Donato et al., 2009 ), spanning about 14 orders of magnitude in absolute magnitude (M B ), where ρ 0D and r 0 are the 'central' DM halo density at the onehalo-scale-length of the Burkert profile. Notice that while (ii) deals only with DM halos, (i) correlates both, the central and total halo dark object masses.
In order to show this, we use the full family of astrophysical RAR solutions (i.e. contained within the blueshaded region of fig. 2 ) for typical dSphs, spiral and elliptical galaxies calculated in section 3 (for the particle mass mc 2 ∼ 48 keV). Such family of solutions covers the maximal free parameter space (β 0 ,θ 0 ,W 0 ) for each case (see fig. A .6 in Appendix), as constrained by the halo observables (r h , M h ), and the extra physical condition (I), as imposed to the solutions in section 3. These solutions cover correspondingly a well defined window of predicted masses (M c , M tot ). As we show below, it is also important for the analysis of the correlation (ii) the knowledge of the corresponding values of the plateau density, ρ pl . We can proceed now to make a consistency check of the predictions of the RAR model by contrasting them within the physical observed spread of the correlations (i) and (ii).
Central core vs. total halo mass relation
Concerning the M BH − M tot relation, in fig. 4 we show how, for the typical spiral and elliptical galaxy types considered in section 3, the family of predicted (M c , M tot ) covers the (horizontal) spread of the 'observed' correlation for each galaxy type. In addition, it extends out of it indicating a window of predicted masses by the RAR model, which are either not yet observed or unphysical (see also caption in fig. 4 ). The Milky Way RAR solution is also plotted for completeness showing a good agreement as well. The RAR (M c , M tot ) predictions can also be displayed together with the observationally inferred best-fit relations found in Ferrarese (2002) ; Bogdán and Goulding (2015) , only in the region where data supports (i.e. the so-called Ferrarese window in fig. 4 ). The case of typical dwarf galaxies considered in section 3 is located at the lower end of the (M c , M tot ) plane. It is worth to stress that no observational data exist yet in that part of the correlation and thus, the blue curve at the bottom of fig. 4 , is a prediction of the RAR model. Additional verification of the above predictions of the RAR model needs the observational filling of the gaps in the (M c , M tot ) plane from dwarfs all the way up to ellipticals. This is a work in progress within our group.
It is appropriate at this point to recall that the majority of the values of M BH in the observed M BH − M tot relation have been obtained through the so-called M BH −σ * relation, with σ * the bulge dispersion velocity (Ferrarese and Merritt, 2000; Gebhardt et al., 2000; Gültekin et al., 2009 ). The M tot values were there calculated at the virial radius within a Navarro-Frenk-White DM model (Ferrarese, 2002) , while in our case they were obtained at the boundary radius r b of the RAR model equilibrium configurations. It is worth to recall that in the case of dwarf galaxies the observational inference of the mass of the central dark region via the dispersion velocity is unclear (see, e.g., Valluri et al., 2005; Kormendy and Bender, 2011 , and references therein). However, Valluri et al. (2005) attempted to give an estimate of the dark central object mass in dwarf galaxies obtaining M BH ∼ 10 3 -10 4 M (often called intermediate massive BHs), in agreement with the values of M c for the dSph analyzed in this work (see table A.1). Special attention has to be given to our dwarf galaxy predictions, in view of the recent observational result reported in Ahn et al. (2017) on the putative massive black holes of few ∼ 10 6 M detected in ultra-compact dwarf galaxies of total mass of few ∼ 10 7 M . It is interesting that this observational inference was published few weeks after the completion of our predictions shown in figs. 2 and 4. This is a potentially important prediction of the RAR model which deserves further analysis.
Moving to the larger elliptical galaxies, it is interesting to note that the maximum quantum core mass M cr c ∼ 2 × 10 8 M (for mc 2 = 48 keV) predicted by our model, is in striking consistency with the uppermost (samplerepresentative) central mass M BH obtained in Bogdán and Goulding (2015) , from an X-ray imaging analysis of more than 3000 isolated and without AGN activity elliptical galaxies. These results, when viewed through our theoretical M BH − M tot relation, give support to our idea that normal elliptical galaxies may harbor dark central objects (not yet BHs) without showing AGN-like activity, while larger SMBHs masses, do show AGN properties, reaching the upper end of the M BH − M tot relation.
DM surface density relation
Regarding the Σ 0D = constant relation, we first take from the literature the values for the blue absolute magnitude M B corresponding to each typical galaxy within each galaxy type considered above. For typical dSphs we have M B ≈ −10.2 (Irwin and Hatzidimitriou, 1995) ; for the Milky Way M B ≈ −20.8 (Karachentsev et al., 2004) ; for typical spirals M B ≈ −20. 5 (de Blok et al., 2008) ; and for typical ellipticals M B ≈ −21.5 (Hoekstra et al., 2005) . Then, in order to calculate the DM surface density Σ 0D = ρ 0D r0 in each case, we simply realize that within the RAR model, the equivalent of the Burkert central density ρ 0D fig. 2 , showing the ability of the three parametric (mc 2 = 48 keV, θ 0 , β 0 , W 0 ) RAR solutions to be in agreement with the different M BH − M tot relations considered in the literature (see text), and explicited in this picture box. While the red and yellow RAR prediction lines, together to the Milky Way solution (i.e. spiral and elliptical galaxies) can fit within the 'observable Ferrarese window', the blue RAR prediction for dwarfs, is located at the lower end of the M c -M tot plane, where data do not support. The filled-black dots correspond to the critical core masses M cr c , and the empty-black dot indicates the limiting maximum core mass for dwarfs M max c . Notice that the vertical trend in the colour lines correspond to RAR solutions having the minimum core mass (or minimum ρ 0 ) which in turn implies the larger cutoff parameters W 0 (see figs. A.6 and A.9), thus developing the more extended and more massive halos. Such RARsolutions trend ends in an infinit halo mass when the limiting ρ ∝ r −2 isothermal RAR tail is reached, unless some (extra) virial condition is imposed to them (e.g. typically setting a minimum threshold density at about ∼ 200ρ * to any profile, with ρ * the critical density of the Universe). Solutions with total masses exceeding such constraint are shown here in dashed. fig. 2 . The dashed horizontal line represents the Universal relation given by 14, as found by Donato et al. (2009) from the best fit of the data. The dark-grey region indicates the delimited area by the 3 − σ error bars of all the data points used in Donato et al. (2009) . This result shows the ability of the three parametric (θ 0 , β 0 , W 0 ) RAR solutions, for mc 2 = 48 keV, to be in agreement with the DM surface density observations. would correspond to the density of the plateau, ρ pl , while the relation between both one-halo scale lengths is r 0 ≈ 2/3 r h . We thus calculate the product 2/3 ρ pl r h for each theoretical profile in the case mc 2 = 48 keV, including the Milky Way. We obtain for each galaxy type, a pair (r h /kpc, ρ pl /(M pc −3 )) with r h fixed on each galaxy type, and the corresponding family of ρ pl values given in table A.1 and in fig. A.9 of the Appendix. These results directly leads, previous use of the above relations, to the pair
which is finally contrasted with the observational relation (M B , Σ 0D ) of Donato et al. (2009) . We thus show in fig. 5 the very good agreement of the prediction (15) with the observed relation (displayed for simplicity as the overall dark-grey region delimited (or enveloped) within the 3 − σ error bars along all the data points considered in Donato et al. (2009) ). We can see that the RAR model prediction lines are located within the expected data region, while showing a mild increasing behavior with decreasing M B , resembling the analogous universal relation presented in Boyarsky et al. (2009a) where larger elliptical galaxies were included in the analysis, contrary to the sample presented in Donato et al. (2009) .
Future perspectives
Finally, and in order to attempt to answer the question why the nature constrains the RAR model free parameters to the specific values shown in fig. A.6 and table A.1 in Appendix, it would need the extension of the present analysis into a broader theoretical context such as the formation and evolution of galaxies. Such an insight may be likely gained through a detailed study of a dynamical theory of collisionless relaxation, including a full statistical/thermodynamical analysis of the condition under which (quasi) DM halo relaxation is reached. Considerations based on maximization entropy approaches for given total mass (with corresponding running of the free model parameters), as the one analyzed in similar self-gravitating systems in Chavanis et al. (2015) (and references therein), could help in this direction. These interesting aspects are out of the scope of the present work and are subject of future research. Nevertheless, we have explicitly shown the physical and astrophysical conditions (i.e. the fulfillment of the halo observables (r h , M h ) together with (I) defined in section 3) which allow us to derive the maximal window of free-model parameters within the RAR model (see also the Appendix for details).
Concluding remarks
It is now clear from our results that gravitationally bounded systems based on fermionic phase-space distributions including for escape velocity effects and central degeneracy, can explain the DM content in the Galaxy while providing a natural alternative for the central BH scenario in SgrA*. A key point of the present RAR model is the ability to predict entire DM halo configurations which fulfills the observed properties of galaxies, such as the M BH -M tot and the Σ 0D ≈ constant universal relations, for a unique DM fermionic mass. At the same time, it provides, on astrophysical basis, possible clues on the formation of super massive BHs in galactic nuclei.
Our general results on the DM distribution in galaxies can be considered as complementary to those based on standard cosmological simulations. However, the latter being based on N-body purely Newtonian simulations, contrast with our semi-analytical four-parametric approach which has the chance to include more rich physical ingredients, such as quantum statistics (arising from specific phase-space relaxation mechanisms), thermodynamics, and gravity. We have shown that our density profiles successfully agree with a large variety of galactic observables and universal laws.
An important aspect of the particle mass range of few 10-100 keV obtained here from galactic observables, is that it produces basically the same behavior in the power spectrum (down to Mpc scales) from that of standard ΛCDM cosmologies, thus providing the expected large-scale structure (see Boyarsky et al., 2009b, for details) . In addition, it is not 'too warm' (i.e. our masses are larger than mc 2 ∼ 1-3 keV) to enter in tension with current Lyα forest constraints (Boyarsky et al., 2009c; Viel et al., 2013) and the number of Milky Way satellites (Tollerud et al., 2008) , as in standard ΛWDM cosmologies.
Our model naturally provides cored inner DM halos (our fermionic phase-space distributions imply an extended plateau in the DM density profile on halo scales in a way that they resemble Burkert or cored Einasto profiles, Ruffini et al., 2015) , without developing undesired cuspy density trends on such scales as the ones found in N-body simulations (Navarro et al., 1997) . Such a marked difference between both kind of density profiles, the cored (RAR) and cuspy (NFW), arises due to the physics involved in the two different approaches (see the beginning of this section), which in turn may provide an important insight to one of the main open problems in standard ΛCDM cosmology, i.e. the so-called core-cusp problem (de Blok, 2010) . Interestingly, in Walker and Peñarrubia (2011) it has been provided a clear observational evidence for the cored nature (DM model independent) of the DM density profiles in dwarf spheroidal galaxies like Sculptor, with DM halo characteristics (i.e. constant inner halo density ρ pl and halo scale-radius r h ) in agreement with part of the RAR model results for dwarfs presented here in sections 3 and 4.
All the above offer significant support for our keV-scale fermions as DM, which may well co-exist harmonically with other DM species in the universe. These aspects will have to interplay with the physics of elementary particles regarding the nature of these fermions: Majorana neutrinos, supersymmetric particles, sterile neutrinos, etc.; as well as with the possible detection through decaying processes involving weak interactions. Indeed, DM fermion masses within the relatively narrow window obtained here, 48 keV mc 2 345 keV, have also arisen within different microscopic models based on extensions of the standard model, and consistent with all cosmological, large scale structure, and X-ray constraints, as the ones considered in Boyarsky et al. (2009c) ; Patwardhan et al. (2015) . fig. 2 . The limiting filled-magenta dots correspond to the critical solutions for spirals and ellipticals given in fig. 2 , while the empty-magenta dot is associated with the limiting (non-critical) solutions for typical dwarfs (set by the (threshold) solution without a maximum in the halo rotation curve) defined in section 3. The straight line behaviour in all cases correspond to solutions having the minimum core mass (or minimum ρ 0 ), as well as achieving the more extended density tails as can be seen from fig. 2 . These solutions develop isothermal-like tails, ending in the standard isothermal density tail ρ ∝ r −2 for infinitely large cut-off parameter W 0 . fig. 2 ), with those fulfilling the alternative (M(r 300 ), M(r last )) halo constraints (light-red shaded regions). The later belonging to the Fornax dwarf as given in Walker et al. (2009) . There is a mild shift in the position of the maximum-circular velocities (roughly a factor 2) between both kind of families. Though, such maximum values (i.e r max ) appearing in the light-red family of RAR solutions for Fornax, can be achieved in Walker et al. (2009) for different Hernquist models. While the v max ≈ 18 km/s is exactly obtained in both cases (RAR and Walker et al. (2009) ). , spiral (red line) and elliptical galaxies (yellow line) with given halo M h observable conditions as analyzed in section 3. Notice the case of spiral and elliptical galaxies where a critical DM core mass M cr c = 2.2 × 10 8 M is reached at the maximum of the curve, consistent with the turning point criterion for core collapse in the ρ 0 -M c plane (see Argüelles and Ruffini (2014) ).
Appendix A.3. Role of degeneracy and cut-off parameters in the RAR core-halo morphology
The fact that higher compactness of the core are obtained by increasing the temperature parameter while maintaining a rather low degeneracy, is understood by the semidegenerate nature of our fermionic solutions in contrast with a fully degenerate regime. The combination of the finite-temperature effects and the monotonically decreasing change (from positive to negative values) of the degeneracy parameter with the distance (see e.g. central panel of fig. 1 in Ruffini et al., 2015) , are the responsible for the clear dense quantum core -Boltzmannian tail behavior of the density profiles in fig. 2 . Once in the dilute regime, and for solutions which are still away from becoming critical, a small increase in W 0 has important effects on the RAR halo scales: the larger the cutoff parameter W 0 , the more massive and more extended the galaxy gets, as can be directly checked in fig. 2 , from dSphs to ellipticals respectively. This fact is better understood through its role in the original Fermi-like distribution function (2), considering that the larger the c ∞, the larger the momentum (and energy) space the particles can occupy at any radius, covering in consequence more extended total spatial extensions before c reaches 0 at r b . , for the three different galaxy types, when constrained by the M h and r h observables (for mc 2 = 48 keV). The existence of a critical core mass of M cr c = 2.2 × 10 8 M for the case of typical spiral and elliptical galaxies, is denoted by a filled black dot. In the case of dwarfs there is only a maximum value β max 0 (with associated M max c ), and denoted by an empty black dot. Notice also the larger plateau density (∼ 10 −1 M /pc 3 ) typical of the more compact (on inner-halo scales) dwarf galaxies (see e.g. Walker et al. (2009)) , with respect to the corresponding much lower values proper of larger spiral or elliptical galaxies. Table A. 2: Free RAR model parameters (mc 2 = 48 keV) for the 5 benchmark sets of DM profiles given in fig. A .7 and fullfiling with the observational constraints (M(0.3 kpc) = 7.0 × 10 6 M , M(1.7 kpc) = 9.9 × 10 7 M ) for the Fornax dwarf as given in Walker et al. (2009) . The characteristic DM masses and radii given here has to be compared with those given in table A.1 for typical dSphs. Importantly, the predicted M c , M tot and ρ pl by the RAR model in this case, are very similar to the ones obtained in table A.1 for the case of the other halo constraints (r h , M h ), thus indicating the robustness in the RAR predictions (see also fig. A.7) .
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